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@     BEADS WHICH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO SO MUCH DOGMATISM CONTROVERSY AND RASH SPECULATION
#HAPTER 
@   BEADS WHICH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO SO MUCH DOGMATISM CONTROVERSY
AND RASH SPECULATION FAIENCE IN %ARLY "RONZE !GE "RITAIN AND )RELAND
!,)3/. 3(%2)$!. AND !.$2%7 3(/24,!.$
)NTRODUCTION
)N A VOLUME THAT AIMS TO FOLLOW 3TUART 0IGGOTT IN STUDYING 
3COTLANDS PREHISTORY WITHIN ITS BROADER %UROPEAN CONTEXT 
THERE CAN BE FEW CLASSES OF MATERIAL MORE APPROPRIATE TO 
EXAMINE THAN FAIENCE &AIENCE IS A GLAZED NONCLAY CERAMIC 
MATERIAL  n  A  GLASSLIKE  SUBSTANCE  CONSISTING  MAINLY  OF 
SAND OR CRUSHED QUARTZ n WHICH WAS IN USE IN 3COTLAND AS 
WELL AS ELSEWHERE IN "RITAIN )RELAND PARTS OF CONTINENTAL 
%UROPE AND FURTHER AlELD DURING THE SECOND MILLENNIUM 
"#  )N  SUMMARIZING  THE  RESULTS  OF  A  CURRENT  .ATIONAL 
-USEUMS OF 3COTLAND .-3	LED COLLABORATIVE PROJECT ON 
%ARLY "RONZE !GE FAIENCE JEWELLERY IN "RITAIN )RELAND AND 
ADJACENT AREAS OF MAINLAND NORTHWEST %UROPE THIS PAPER 
WILL ATTEMPT TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE USE OF THIS MATERIAL IN 
3COTLAND CAN ONLY BE UNDERSTOOD BY EXAMINING THE SOCIAL 
AND ECONOMIC DYNAMICS OF A MUCH LARGER AREA )T WILL ALSO 
SEEK TO LAY TO REST A LONGHELD MISCONCEPTION THAT FAIENCE 
WAS  INTRODUCED  TO  "RITAIN  AROUND    "#  BY  TH
$YNASTY %GYPTIAN OR -YCENAEAN TRADERS
&AIENCE IN "RITAIN AND )RELAND A BRIEF HISTORY OF 
RESEARCH AND DEBATE
4HE AFOREMENTIONED .-3 PROJECT WHOSE MANY COLLABOR
ATORS  ARE  ACKNOWLEDGED  AT  THE  END OF  THIS  CONTRIBUTION	 
WAS TRIGGERED BY THE DISCOVERY IN THE LATE S OF WHAT 
HAD  ONCE  BEEN  A  NECKLACE  COMPRISING    FAIENCE  BEADS 
AT  &INDHORN  IN  -ORAY  NORTHEAST  3COTLAND  4HEY  WERE 
ASSOCIATED  WITH  THE  CREMATED  REMAINS  OF  A  YOUNG  ADULT 
FEMALE  AND  A  NEWBORN  OR  lNALTERM  BABY  n  BOTH  HAD 
PROBABLY DIED DURING CHILDBIRTH n AND ALL BUT TWO OF THE 
BEADS  HAD  BEEN  PLACED  IN  A  LARGE  #ORDONED  5RN  ALONG 
WITH  THE  BONES  4HE  OTHER  TWO  WHICH  HAD  PROBABLY 
FALLEN TO THE BOTTOM OF THE PYRE DURING THE CREMATION AND 
WERE SUBSTANTIALLY HEATDAMAGED HAD BEEN SUBSEQUENTLY 
DEPOSITED AT THE TOP OF THE INlLLED GRAVE PIT	 &ULL DETAILS 
OF  THIS  lND  HAVE  ALREADY  BEEN  PUBLISHED  3HEPHERD   
3HEPHERD  	  SUFlCE  IT  TO  POINT  OUT  HERE  THAT  THE 
  SEGMENTED  STAR  AND  QUOITSHAPED  BEADS  REPRESENT 
THE  LARGEST  SINGLE  EXTANT  lND  OF  FAIENCE  IN  "RITAIN  AND 
)RELAND !T  THE  TIME  THE .-3 !RCHAEOLOGY $EPARTMENT 
DETERMINED TO PRODUCE A CORPUS OF ALL  THE 3COTTISH lNDS 
(OWEVER IT RAPIDLY BECAME APPARENT THAT 3COTTISH FAIENCE 
COULD  NOT  BE  UNDERSTOOD  WITHOUT  REFERENCE  TO  FAIENCE 
ELSEWHERE  IN  "RITAIN  AND  BEYOND  AND  SO  THE  PROJECT 
EXPANDED  TO  ENCOMPASS  THE  OTHER  FAIENCE  BEADS  FROM 
"RITAIN  )RELAND  AND  ADJACENT  PARTS  OF  THE  NORTHWEST 
%UROPEAN  COAST  4HE  EXPANDED  CORPUS  HAS  BUILT  ON  THE 
WORK OF THE LATE 0AUL 0EEK WHO ATTEMPTED A SIMILAR TASK 
DURING THE S AND ON THE WORK OF 2ALPH -AGEE WHO 
CATALOGUED AND ANALYSED THE )RISH lNDS IN THE  LATE S 
-AGEE   7ILLIAMS  ET  AL  	  "OTH  THESE  PROJECTS 
HAD  BEEN  UNDERTAKEN  AT  "RADFORD  5NIVERSITY  UNDER  THE 
SUPERVISION OF 3TANLEY 7ARREN
4HE  CURRENT  RESEARCH  INVOLVES  NOT  ONLY  CORPUS  COM
PILATION  BUT  ALSO  FRESH  ANALYTICAL  AND  DATING  WORK  THE 
LATTER  TAKING  ADVANTAGE  OF  A  TECHNIQUE  DEVELOPED  IN 
THE  S  IN 'RONINGEN 5NIVERSITY  FOR PRODUCING !-3 
RADIOCARBON DATES FROM STRUCTURAL CARBONATE BIOAPATITE	 
IN CREMATED HUMAN BONE ,ANTING  "RINDLEY 	 4HE 
RESEARCH IS INTENDED TO DETERMINE WHEN AND HOW PEOPLE 
IN "RITAIN AND )RELAND BECAME AWARE OF FAIENCE HOW LONG 
IT CONTINUED TO BE USED HOW AND IF POSSIBLE	 WHERE THE 
BEADS WERE MADE HOW THEY WERE USED INCLUDING WHETHER 
THEY WERE WORN ON THE BODY DURING CREMATION	 AND THEIR 
SOCIAL AND SYMBOLIC SIGNIlCANCE
4HE CURRENT PROJECT IS HOWEVER BUT THE LATEST IN A LONG 
SERIES  OF  ATTEMPTS  TO  UNDERSTAND  FAIENCE  IN  "RITAIN  AND 
)RELAND )NTEREST  IN THE MATERIAL AND THE SUGGESTION OF A 
POSSIBLE  LINK WITH %GYPTIAN BEADS DATES BACK  AT  LEAST  AS 
FAR AS  WHEN #OLT (OARE REMARKED ON THE SIMILARITY 
BETWEEN  SEGMENTED  BEADS  FROM  "RONZE  !GE  BARROWS  IN 
7ILTSHIRE AND FROM %GYPT IN HIS !NCIENT (ISTORY OF 3OUTH 
7ILTSHIRE  4HE  SUGGESTION OF  IMPORTATION  FROM %GYPT  OR 
ELSEWHERE IN THE EASTERN -EDITERRANEAN WAS SUBSEQUENTLY 
TAKEN UP BY SEVERAL COMMENTATORS FOR EXAMPLE 3KINNER 
  4HURNAM    %VANS    !BERCROMBY   
n  (ALL    3AYCE    #HILDE  	  !N  EARLY 
CHALLENGE  TO  THIS  IDEA  WAS  MOUNTED  BY  ,UDOVIC  -ANN 
IN    FOLLOWING  &IGUIER  	  WHO  ARGUED  FOR  LOCAL 
MANUFACTURE  IN  3COTLAND  AND  SOUTHERN %NGLAND  ON  THE 
GROUNDS  THAT  @INCIDENTAL  TO  THE  MANUFACTURE  OF  BRONZE 

3COTLAND IN !NCIENT %UROPE
WAS  THE  PRODUCTION  OF  A  BEAUTIFUL  GREENISHBLUE  AND 
SOMETIMES A GREYISH VITREOUS SLAG   	 "Y  
,ESLIE  'RINSELL  WAS  MOVED  TO  EXPRESS  HIS  EXASPERATION 
WITH THE DEBATE PRODUCING THE REMARK REPRODUCED IN THIS 
PAPERS  TITLE  WHEN  DISCUSSING  THE  QUOITSHAPED  PENDANT 
AND  SEGMENTED  BEADS  FROM  /XSETTLE  "OTTOM  3USSEX 
'RINSELL  	
4HE  DEBATE  WAS  GIVEN  FRESH  IMPETUS  WITH  THE  PUBLI
CATION OF "ECK  3TONES CORPUS OF "RITISH FAIENCE IN  
4HIS  SEMINAL  STUDY  INCLUDED  A  CAREFUL  EXAMINATION  OF 
THE  EVIDENCE  THEN  AVAILABLE  ON  DATING  DISTRIBUTION  AND 
ASSOCIATIONS AND THEIR EXPERIMENTAL WORK SHED USEFUL LIGHT 
ON  FAIENCE  BEAD  MANUFACTURE  !LTHOUGH  COMPOSITIONAL 
ANALYSIS  WAS  IN  ITS  INFANCY  AT  THE  TIME  SPECTROGRAPHIC 
ANALYSIS  OF  A  SEGMENTED  BEAD  FROM 7ILTSHIRE  LED  THEM 
TO CONCLUDE THAT @THERE IS SO GREAT A RESEMBLANCE BETWEEN 
;IT= AND ;AN TH$YNASTY SEGMENTED BEAD=  FROM 4ELL EL 
!MARNA THAT THERE CAN BE LITTLE DOUBT THAT BOTH WERE MADE 
IN %GYPT AND ARE ROUGHLY OF THE SAME DATE "ECK  3TONE 
 	 (OWEVER ANALYSES OF 3COTTISH BEADS PRODUCED 
VERY DIFFERENT RESULTS FURTHERMORE THEIR SEARCH FOR -IDDLE 
%ASTERN PROTOTYPES FOR STAR AND QUOITSHAPED BEADS FROM 
"RITAIN IN GENERAL HAD PRODUCED VERY FEW CANDIDATES AND 
THEY WERE  FORCED  TO  ADMIT  THAT "RITISH  SEGMENTED BEADS 
HAD WIDER THREADHOLES THAN THEIR %GYPTIAN COUNTERPARTS 
)N SUMMARIZING THEIR lNDINGS THEY DECLARED THE EVIDENCE 
FOR  THE  ORIGIN  OF  FAIENCE  IN  "RITAIN  TO  BE  EQUIVOCAL  AND 
INCONCLUSIVE  BUT  NEVERTHELESS  FELT  THAT  ON  BALANCE  THE 
BEADS WERE MOST LIKELY TO HAVE BEEN IMPORTED FROM %GYPT 
WITH THE SOUTHERN %NGLISH BEADS ARRIVING AROUND  "# 
AND THE 3COTTISH ONES SOMEWHAT LATER
"ECK  3TONES WORK PROVED TO BE A MAJOR INmUENCE ON
THE  SUBSEQUENT  DEBATE  WITH  3TUART  0IGGOTTS    ESSAY 
ON  @4HE  %ARLY  "RONZE  !GE  IN  7ESSEX  ACCEPTING  THEIR 
ARGUMENT  FOR  IMPORTATION  FROM  THE  EASTERN  -EDITER
RANEAN BUT NOT NECESSARILY BY %GYPTIAN TRADERS	 AROUND 
  "# 2EMARKING  ON  THE  APPARENT  ABSENCE  OF  FAIENCE 
lNDS  FROM  CENTRAL  %UROPE  0IGGOTT  ARGUED  FOR  THEIR 
ARRIVAL  VIA  @THE WESTERN  SEA  ROUTE  0IGGOTT    	  ! 
-YCENAEAN  CONNECTION  WAS  PROMOTED  BY  #HRISTOPHER 
(AWKES  IN    CF  %VANS    ON -INOAN  lNDS	  AND 
THIS  IDEA  WAS  DEVELOPED  FURTHER  BY  'RAHAME  #LARK  IN 
 #LARK DREW ATTENTION TO FAIENCE lNDS FROM EAST AND 
CENTRAL %UROPE  THAT HAD NOT BEEN CONSIDERED BY "ECK  
3TONE AND SPECULATED THAT THE 7ESSEX BEADS COULD HAVE 
COME EITHER OVERLAND ALONG THE CENTRAL %UROPEAN ROUTES 
BY  WHICH  AMBER  TRAVELLED  DOWN  TO -YCENAE  OR  BY  SEA 
ALONG THE -EDITERRANEAN AND UP THE !TLANTIC
4HE  lRST  SYSTEMATIC  ANALYTICAL  STUDY  OF  FAIENCE  USING 
SEMIQUANTITATIVE  SPECTROGRAPHY  TO  DETERMINE  COMPOSI
TION  WAS  PUBLISHED  BY  3TONE    4HOMAS  IN    4HEY 
ANALYSED  BEADS FROM "RITAIN %GYPT 3YRIA #RETE -ALTA 
AND  CENTRAL  %UROPE  ALONG  WITH  SAMPLES  OF  SAND  FROM 
3COTLAND AND %GYPT AND A  FEW BEADS OF  TRUE GLASS 4HEY 
ALSO UPDATED "ECK  3TONES OVERALL DISTRIBUTION MAPS FOR 
FAIENCE USE CLEARLY DEMONSTRATING A GRADUAL EXPANSION IN 
USE  FROM  THE  lFTH  TO  THE  SECOND MILLENNIUM  OUTWARDS 
FROM %GYPT AND -ESOPOTAMIA AS FAR AS )NDIA 2USSIA AND 
)RELAND /N THE BASIS OF ASSOCIATIONS AND CROSSDATING WITH 
SUPPOSED  %GYPTIAN  COUNTERPARTS  THEY  CONCLUDED  THAT 
-YCENAEAN TRADERS WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE APPEARANCE OF 
FAIENCE IN "RITAIN AND )RELAND AROUND  "# THE BEADS 
BEING MADE EITHER IN -YCENAE OR THE .EAR %AST (OWEVER 
THEY  WERE  ALSO  FORCED  TO  CONCLUDE  THAT  THEIR  ANALYTICAL 
RESULTS  DID  NOT  @PROVIDE  ANY  UNEQUIVOCAL  INDICATION  OF 
THEIR  SOURCE  OR  DATE  OF  ORIGIN  BEYOND  SUGGESTING  SOME 
COMPOSITIONAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN "RITISH CENTRAL %URO
PEAN  AND  %GYPTIAN  BEADS  )N  PARTICULAR  "RITISH  BEADS 
APPEARED TO HAVE A HIGHER TIN CONTENT THAN VIRTUALLY ALL OF 
THE OTHER BEADS ANALYSED
&ROM THE S RADIOCARBON DATING STARTED TO WEAKEN 
THE  @-YCENEAN TRADERS ARGUMENT FOR EXAMPLE 2ENFREW 
	  AND  IN    .EWTON    2ENFREW  REVISITED  THE
RESULTS OF 3TONE  4HOMASS ANALYSES USING MULTIVARIATE 
STATISTICAL  ANALYSIS  4HEY  CONCLUDED  THAT  CLEAR  COM
POSITIONAL GROUPINGS COULD BE DISTINGUISHED AND ARGUED 
FOR  LOCAL  MANUFACTURE  IN  3COTLAND  %NGLAND  CENTRAL 
%UROPE  EASTERN  %UROPE  THE  EASTERN  -EDITERRANEAN 
AND  THE  .EAR  %AST  WITH  INDEPENDENT  INVENTION  BEING 
A  POSSIBILITY  ALBEIT  NOT  A  CONVINCING  ONE  4HE  @LOCAL 
MANUFACTURE MODEL WAS SUPPORTED BY $ORAN  (ODSONS 
SUBSEQUENT CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF THE SAME DATA  n	 
AND BY (ARDING IN HIS REVIEW OF CENTRAL AND EAST %UROPEAN 
FAIENCE 	
4HE  S  SAW  RENEWED  ANALYSES  UNDERTAKEN  IN 
"RADFORD  BY  !RNOLD  !SPINALL  3TANLEY  7ARREN  AND 
COLLEAGUES	 AND %DINBURGH BY (UGH -C+ERRELL	 !SPINALL 
ET  AL  USED NEUTRON  ACTIVATION  ANALYSIS  .!!	  AND 8RAY 
mUORESCENCE  SPECTROMETRY  82&	  -C+ERRELL  JUST  THE 
LATTER AND BY  HALF OF ALL THE "RITISH FAIENCE BEADS THEN 
AVAILABLE  HAD  BEEN  ANALYSED  ALONG  WITH  EXAMPLES  FROM 
%UROPE AND THE .EAR %AST 4O CUT A LONG AND COMPLICATED 
STORY SHORT SEE 3HERIDAN ET AL FORTHCOMING	 THE TWO SETS 
OF  INVESTIGATORS  CAME  TO  OPPOSING  CONCLUSIONS !SPINALL 
ET  AL  SUPPORTED  THE  @LOCAL  MANUFACTURE  HYPOTHESIS  FOR 
EXAMPLE  !SPINALL  ET  AL    (ARDING   7ARREN   
!SPINALL  7ARREN 	 WHILE -C+ERRELL PERSISTED WITH 
THE  @IMPORT  FROM  %GYPT  MODEL  -C+ERRELL     
A	 )N PARTICULAR THE WORK OF !SPINALL ET AL   HIGHLIGHTED 
THE  HIGH  TINTOCOPPER  RATIO  THAT  DIFFERENTIATED  "RITISH 
BEADS  FROM  THE  OTHERS  AND  COMPOSITIONAL  VARIABILITY 
WITHIN  THE "RITISH BEADS  SUGGESTED  THEIR MANUFACTURE  IN 
SMALL BATCHES -C+ERRELLS DATA REMAIN UNPUBLISHED AND 
ARE THUS NOT AVAILABLE FOR CRITICAL REEVALUATION
4HE  DEBATE  CONTINUED  ON  AN  ATTENUATED  BASIS  OVER 
THE NEXT QUARTER CENTURY ALTHOUGH IMPORTANT NEW STUDIES 

@     BEADS WHICH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO SO MUCH DOGMATISM CONTROVERSY AND RASH SPECULATION
CLARIlED THE NATURE AND DATE OF THE 7ESSEX ELITES EXTERNAL 
CONTACTS FOR EXAMPLE 'ERLOFF   (ARDING  
 .EEDHAM 	 4HERE WAS ALSO SOME NEW ANALYSIS 
)N  ADDITION  TO  THE  AFOREMENTIONED  WORK  UNDERTAKEN  BY 
2ALPH -AGEE  ON  THE  )RISH  BEADS  USING 82&	  THERE WAS 
THE "RITISH -USEUMS ANALYSIS OF A NEWLY DISCOVERED QUOIT
SHAPED BEAD OR PENDANT FROM 6ARLEY (ALLS 3USSEX IN THE 
EARLY S USING 82& AND SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
3%-	  4HIS  LATTER  METHOD  HAD  BEEN  USED  TO  EXAMINE 
-EDITERRANEAN AND .EAR %ASTERN FAIENCE AND WAS USEFUL IN 
REVEALING METHODS OF MANUFACTURE AS WELL AS COMPOSITION 
FOR EXAMPLE 4ITE  "IMSON  6ANDIVER 	 4HE 
RESULTS  OF  THESE  ANALYSES  RAISED  THE  INTRIGUING  POSSIBILITY 
THAT THE 6ARLEY (ALLS BEAD OR MORE PROBABLY THE MATERIAL 
USED IN ITS GLAZE	 HAD BEEN IMPORTED FROM THE #ONTINENT 
POSSIBLY  NORTHEAST  &RANCE  "OWMAN    3TAPLETON   
2OHL    .EEDHAM    n	  &INALLY  THE  &INDHORN 
ASSEMBLAGE WAS  ANALYSED  USING 82&  AND  3%- BY 4ONY 
-C$ONALD OF "RADFORD 5NIVERSITY -C$ONALD 	
4HE  FRESH  ANALYSES  UNDERTAKEN  AS  PART  OF  THE  CURRENT 
.ATIONAL -USEUMS OF 3COTLANDLED PROJECT HAVE CONSISTED OF 
FURTHER 82& ANALYSIS IN .-3 THE "RITISH -USEUM AND THE 
.ATIONAL -USEUM  'ALLERY OF 7ALES	 AND 3%- WORK IN 
.-3%DINBURGH 5NIVERSITY  AND  THE 2ESEARCH ,ABORATORY 
FOR !RCHAEOLOGY AND THE (ISTORY OF !RT 2,!(!	 /XFORD	 
)N  ADDITION  TO  PROVIDING  COMPOSITIONAL  DATA  THE  LATTER 
TECHNIQUE  HAS  ALSO  BEEN  USED  TO  INVESTIGATE MANUFACTURE 
AND  POSTDEPOSITIONAL  ALTERATION  4HIS  ANALYTICAL  WORK 
HAS PROGRESSED  ALONGSIDE DETAILED  STUDIES OF MORPHOLOGY 
ASSOCIATIONS  AND  DATING  ALLOWING  US  NOT  ONLY  TO  ADDRESS 
AND ONE HOPES  RESOLVE	  THE  LONGSTANDING DEBATE ABOUT 
ORIGINS  BUT  ALSO  TO  TELL  US  MORE  ABOUT  HOW  FAIENCE  WAS 
MADE  AND  USED  4HE  FOLLOWING  SECTIONS  WILL  SUMMARIZE 
ITS RESULTS FULL DETAILS WILL BE PRESENTED IN THE FORTHCOMING 
#ORPUS 3HERIDAN ET AL FORTHCOMING	
$ATE
4HERE  ARE NOW  RADIOCARBON DATES  RELATING  TO  THE USE 
OF  FAIENCE  IN "RITAIN  AND  )RELAND  THESE  ARE PRESENTED  IN 
ILLUSTRATION    ALONG  WITH  THREE  FROM  &RANCE  AND  THE 
.ETHERLANDS  %LEVEN  OF  THESE  HAVE  BEEN  OBTAINED  IN 
'RONINGEN  FROM  THE  ASSOCIATED  CREMATED  HUMAN  BONE 
AND  OF  THOSE  EIGHT  HAVE  BEEN  PRODUCED  SPECIlCALLY 
FOR  THE  CURRENT  PROJECT  4HE  RESULTS  CLEARLY  DEMONSTRATE 
THAT  FAIENCE WAS  IN  USE  SEVERAL  CENTURIES  BEFORE    "# 
n  THE DATE PREVIOUSLY POSTULATED BY  THOSE  ESPOUSING  THE 
@IMPORTATION  BY  .EAR  %ASTERN  OR  EAST  -EDITERRANEAN 
TRADERS HYPOTHESIS 4AKING THE RADIOCARBON DATES AT FACE 
VALUE  IT APPEARS THAT FAIENCE MAY HAVE APPEARED HERE AS 
EARLY  AS  THE  TH  CENTURY  "#  AND  REMAINED  IN  USE  UNTIL 
AROUND  "# 4HE "ALLYDUFF DATE ASSOCIATED WITH A 6ASE 
&OOD 6ESSEL IS IN LINE WITH A BROADER PATTERN OF )RISH DATES 
FOR THIS KIND OF %ARLY "RONZE !GE POTTERY AS ESTABLISHED BY 
!NNA "RINDLEY AND *AN ,ANTING 5SING WIGGLEMATCHING 
"RINDLEY  ARGUES  THAT  ITS  CALENDAR  DATE  IS  MOST  LIKELY  TO 
HAVE  FALLEN  IN  THE  RANGE  n  "#  !NNA  "RINDLEY 
PERS COMM	 !T THE OTHER END OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL SCALE 
SUPPORT  FOR  THE  CURRENCY  OF  USE  CONTINUING  AFTER   
"#  IS  OFFERED  BY  THE  NEARSPHERICAL  BEAD  FROM  #HAPEL 
"RAMPTON  .ORTHAMPTONSHIRE  FOUND  WITH  AT  LEAST  ONE 
BRONZE WIRE BRACELET IN A PLAIN BUCKET URN IN A CEMETERY OF 
$EVEREL2IMBURY POTTERY -OORE 	
/N  A  BROADER  GEOGRAPHICAL  SCALE  IT  IS  EVIDENT  THAT 
FAIENCE WAS BEING MADE ANDOR USED IN MANY OTHER AREAS 
DURING THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM "# INCLUDING CENTRAL 
%UROPE AND 3PAIN 4HE ORIGINS OF FAIENCE MANUFACTURE LIE 
IN  lFTH  OR  EARLY  FOURTHMILLENNIUM  -ESOPOTAMIA  AND 
%GYPT  3HORTLAND 	4HE  SPREAD OF  ITS USE OVER PARTS 
OF THE -EDITERRANEAN AND TO AREAS AS DISTANT AS 0AKISTAN 
!ZERBAIJAN  AND  3IBERIA  DURING  THE  FOURTH  TO  SECOND 
MILLENNIA IS FAIRLY WELL DOCUMENTED &OSTER  MAPS  
 (ARDING  n	 )TS SPREAD TO CENTRAL %UROPE MAY 
WELL BE RELATED TO CONTACTS ACROSS SOUTHEAST %UROPE WITH 
THE .EAR %AST MORE SPECIlCALLY WITH NORTHWEST !NATOLIA 
VIA  THE -IDDLE  AND  ,OWER $ANUBE	  FROM  AROUND   
"# IN CONNECTION WITH THE DEMAND FOR CENTRAL %UROPEAN 
SUPPLIES OF TIN 'ERLOFF  3HERRATT  +RAUSE  
0ARE 	 &AIENCE BEADS DATING TO C  "# HAVE BEEN 
FOUND  AT  ÊB£BA  IN  WESTERN  2OMANIA  NEAR  THE  BORDER 
WITH (UNGARY AND 3ERBIA THEY ARE OF SEGMENTED FACETED 
ANNULAR  AND  FOURRAY  STAR  SHAPES  (ARDING    n 
AND  lG    3HERRATT      AND  NOTE  	  &AIENCEUSE 
IN CENTRAL %UROPE CONTINUED INTO THE SECOND MILLENNIUM 
"#  AND  THE  BEADS  APPEAR  TO  HAVE  BEEN  MANUFACTURED 
LOCALLY WITH  THE REPERTOIRE OF  FORMS  INCLUDING SOME NOT 
FOUND IN THE EASTERN -EDITERRANEAN (ARDING  7ARREN 
 (ARDING  n	 )N OTHER WORDS AND TO USE 
3HERRATTS  TERM  FAIENCE MANUFACTURE WAS  A  @TRANSFERABLE 
TECHNOLOGY 3HERRATT  	
5SE ASSOCIATIONS DISTRIBUTION AND FORM
)N "RITAIN AND )RELAND THERE ARE AROUND  EXTANT BEADS 
AND PENDANTS OF FAIENCE AND RECORDS OF AT LEAST  MORE 
WHICH HAVE BEEN LOST AROUND  lNDSPOTS ARE INVOLVED 
4HE VAST MAJORITY OF THESE ORNAMENTS HAVE BEEN FOUND IN 
BURIALS AND IN ALL BUT A HANDFUL OF CASES THE FUNERARY RITE 
WAS  CREMATION  AT    SITES  WHERE  THE  CREMATED  REMAINS 
HAVE BEEN IDENTIlED MORE THAN ONE INDIVIDUAL HAS BEEN 
PRESENT 4HE CURRENT PROJECT HAS BEEN ABLE TO DEMONSTRATE 
THAT  IN  SOME  CASES  THE  ITEMS  HAD  BEEN  WORN  BY  THE 
DECEASED DURING CREMATION PROOF OF THIS IS PROVIDED BY THE 
TINY FRAGMENTS OF CREMATED BONE THAT BECAME EMBEDDED 

3COTLAND IN !NCIENT %UROPE
  2ADIOCARBON DATES RELATING TO FAIENCE USE IN "RITAIN )RELAND "RITTANY AND THE .ETHERLANDS !TMOSPHERIC DATA FROM 3TUIVER ET AL 	
/X#AL V "RONK 2AMSEY 	 CUB R SD PROB USP;CHRON=

@     BEADS WHICH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO SO MUCH DOGMATISM CONTROVERSY AND RASH SPECULATION
IN  THE  SURFACE  AS  IT  SOFTENED  THEN  RESOLIDIlED  ON  THE 
PYRE  ILLUS  	 /THERS  HOWEVER  HAD  CLEARLY  NOT  BEEN 
THROUGH  THE PYRE  AND  IN MANY  CASES  IT  IS  IMPOSSIBLE  TO 
TELL 4HE GENDER ASSOCIATION WHERE IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED 
WITH ANY DEGREE OF RELIABILITY IS ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY FEMALE 
THOUGH MASKED  TO  SOME  DEGREE  IN  MULTIPLEINDIVIDUAL 
BURIALS	  THE  MALE  YOUTH  FROM  4ARA  #OUNTY  -EATH  IN 
)RELAND IS A NOTABLE EXCEPTION AND IS ALSO REMARKABLE FOR 
NOT HAVING BEEN CREMATED Ê 2¤ORDÕIN 	
4HE BEADS AND PENDANTS ARE USUALLY FOUND SINGLY OR IN 
SMALL  NUMBERS  BUT  A  NUMBER  OF  NECKLACES  COMPRISING 
OVER  lVE  BEADS  ARE  KNOWN  MOSTLY  FROM  7ESSEX  4HE 
AFOREMENTIONED  &INDHORN  EXAMPLE  IS  UNUSUAL  IN  CON
SISTING  EXCLUSIVELY  OF  FAIENCE  BEADS  ILLUS    THE 
FORMER PRESENCE OF ORGANIC BEADS CANNOT BE RULED OUT BUT 
SEEMS TO THIS AUTHOR UNLIKELY	 /THER NECKLACES SUCH AS 
THE  ONE  FROM  4ARA  ARE  COMPOSITE  AND  USUALLY  INCLUDE 
BEADS  OF  AMBER  AND  JET  OR  OTHER  JETLIKE  SUBSTANCES	 
AND  SOMETIMES  OTHER  MATERIALS  SUCH  AS  BRONZE  WOOD 
BONE AND FOSSILS OR OTHER GEOLOGICAL FREAKS /NE NECKLACE 
FROM  3TOCKBRIDGE  $OWN  (AMPSHIRE  INCLUDES  BEADS 
MADE FROM A STALACTITE TAKEN FROM A NEARBY CAVE 3TONE 
 (ILL 	 AND THE FAMOUS NECKLACE FROM %XLOO IN THE 
.ETHERLANDS  INCLUDES  BEADS  OF  TIN  AND  ONE  @HEIRLOOM 
FRAGMENT  OF  A  TUBULAR  SHEET  BRONZE  BEAD  ILLUS  	 
/THER  %ARLY "RONZE !GE  COMPOSITE  NECKLACES WHICH  DO 
NOT  INCLUDE  FAIENCE BEADS ARE ALSO KNOWN FOR EXAMPLE 
5PTON 0YNE $EVON +IRWAN 	 4HE POSSIBLE AMULETIC 
SIGNIlCANCE  OF  THE  VARIOUS  SUBSTANCES  AND  COMPONENTS 
WILL BE DISCUSSED BELOW
7HERE  POTTERY  HAS  BEEN  FOUND  IN  ASSOCIATION  WITH 
FAIENCE  IT  HAS MOSTLY  COMPRISED  CINERARY  URNS  OR  SMALL 
@ACCESSORY  VESSELS  OF  VARIOUS  KINDS  THERE  ARE  JUST  TWO 
DElNITE  &OOD  6ESSEL  ASSOCIATIONS  FROM  "ALLYDUFF  #O 
7EXFORD  AND  &RAMPTON  $ORSET  IN  A  THIRD  CASE  AT 
,LANGWM  #LWYD  ONE  WAS  FOUND  TOGETHER  WITH  A  6ASE 
5RN	 4HE URN TYPES VARY REGIONALLY AND CHRONOLOGICALLY 
REmECTING  BROADER  PATTERNS  OF  URN  USE  3HERIDAN  	 
WITH  #ORDONED  5RNS  PREDOMINATING  IN  3COTLAND  AND 
)RELAND AND #OLLARED AND "ICONICAL INCLUDING 4REVISKER	 
5RNS  PREDOMINATING  IN  %NGLAND  /F  PARTICULAR  INTEREST 
BEARING  IN MIND  THE NETWORKS OF  CONTACTS WHICH WILL BE 
DISCUSSED  BELOW  IS  THE 4REVISKER 5RN  RECENTLY  FOUND  AT 
!MESBURY  3OLSTICE  0ARK	  7ILTSHIRE  WELL  OUTSIDE  THE 
MAIN DISTRIBUTION AREA  FOR  THIS POTTERY  TYPE  IN #ORNWALL 
AND $EVON ,AIDLAW PERS COMM	 #ORNISH FEATURES HAVE 
  3CANNING ELECTRON MICROPHOTOGRAPH OF QUOIT BEAD FROM #EFN #WMWD !NGLESEY SHOWING FRAGMENT OF CREMATED HUMAN BONE
EMBEDDED IN ITS SURFACE Ú .ATIONAL -USEUMS OF 3COTLAND 	

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  $ISTRIBUTION OF FAIENCE lNDS IN "RITAIN AND )RELAND THE STAR MARKS THE MAJOR CONCENTRATION OF lNDS IN 7ESSEX AND THE
DOT ANNOTATED @ INDICATES lNDS LOCATED ONLY TO )RELAND OR .ORTHERN )RELAND

@     BEADS WHICH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO SO MUCH DOGMATISM CONTROVERSY AND RASH SPECULATION
  $ISTRIBUTION OF FAIENCE lNDS IN WESTERN %UROPE EXCLUDING SOUTHERN 3PAIN

3COTLAND IN !NCIENT %UROPE
ALSO  BEEN  CLAIMED  FOR  THE  FAIENCEASSOCIATED  URNS  FROM 
7INTERBOURNE  3T  -ARTIN  A	  $ORSET  AND  2INGWOULD 
+ENT
4HAT  FAIENCE  WAS  USED  AS  AN  INDICATOR  OF  SPECIAL 
STATUS IN DEATH  IF NOT ALSO  IN  LIFE	  IS  INDICATED NOT ONLY 
BY  ITS  RELATIVE  RARITY  BUT  ALSO  BY  THE  OTHER  GRAVE  GOODS 
WITH  WHICH  IT  IS  ASSOCIATED  AND  ALSO  IN  SOME  CASES  BY 
THE  POSITION  OF  THE  GRAVE  ANDOR  THE  FORM  OF  THE  BURIAL 
MONUMENT )N ADDITION TO THE AFOREMENTIONED BEADS AND 
PENDANTS OF OTHER SUBSTANCES THAT FORMED THE COMPOSITE 
NECKLACES  AND  IN  ONE  CASE  IN  .ORFOLK  A  PROBABLE 
BRACELET	  GRAVE GOODS  INCLUDE BRONZE KNIFEDAGGERS  AND 
AWLS 6PERFORATED BUTTONS OR  STUDS AND BONE  TWEEZERS 
NOT FORGETTING THE #HAPEL "RAMPTON WIRE BRACELETS 4HE 
BRONZE RAZORKNIVES THAT HAVE BEEN FOUND IN )RELAND HAVE 
ALL  COME  FROM  BURIALS  FEATURING  OR  INCLUDING  MALES  SO 
THEY MAY WELL BE A MALE STATUS ITEM 4HE SAME COULD BE 
ARGUED FOR THE BRONZE CHISEL FROM "ALNEIL 7IGTOWNSHIRE 
WHICH AGAIN CAME FROM A DEPOSIT FEATURING MORE THAN ONE 
INDIVIDUAL
4HE 7ESSEX  FAIENCEASSOCIATED BURIALS WERE DISCUSSED 
AT LENGTH BY 3ABINE 'ERLOFF  n	 WHO GROUPED 
ALL  BUT  ONE  INTO  HER  @!LDBOURNE  SERIES  OF  ELITE  FEMALE 
BURIALS ASCRIBED TO PHASE  OF THE @7ESSEX CULTURE 4HESE 
SHE  ARGUED  WERE  SOMEWHAT  POORER  THAN  THE  @7ILSFORD 
SERIES OF @7ESSEX  RICH FEMALE BURIALS BUT NEVERTHELESS 
OF  HIGH  STATUS  3PACE DOES NOT  PERMIT  DISCUSSION OF  THIS 
MODEL WHICH HAS  IN  ANY  CASE BEEN  REVISITED  RECENTLY BY 
SEVERAL  OTHERS  FOR  EXAMPLE  'ARWOOD    n  AND 
TABLE  .EEDHAM  #ASE ET AL 	 3UFlCE IT TO SAY 
THAT  THE  FAIENCE  DATING  EVIDENCE  NOW  AVAILABLE  INDICATES 
THAT THE CURRENCY OF FAIENCE USE WAS NOT RESTRICTED TO THE 
CONVENTIONAL  DATE  RANGE  FOR 7ESSEX    BURIALS  C  n
 "# 'ARWOOD  	
!S REGARDS DISTRIBUTION THERE IS A MASSIVE CONCENTRATION 
OF  FAIENCE  IN 7ESSEX WITH  ALMOST HALF  OF  ALL  THE  KNOWN 
SPECIMENS  HAVING  BEEN  FOUND  THERE  ILLUS  	  4AKING 
A  BROADER  GEOGRAPHICAL  PERSPECTIVE  THE  MAP  OF  SECOND 
MILLENNIUM  FAIENCE  lNDS  IN WESTERN  %UROPE  AS  A WHOLE 
ILLUS  	  SHOWS  "RITAIN  TO  HAVE  THE  MOST  NUMEROUS 
lNDSPOTS  4HERE  IS  A  SUGGESTIVE  THIN  @FRINGE  OF  lNDS 
IN  ADJACENT  COASTAL  REGIONS  OF  CONTINENTAL  %UROPE  WITH 
 BEADS  HAVING  BEEN  FOUND  IN  NORTHWEST  &RANCE  THE 
.ETHERLANDS  AND  $ENMARK  AS  WILL  BE  ARGUED  BELOW  A 
STRONG CASE CAN BE MADE  FOR  THEIR EXPORT  FROM %NGLAND 
4HERE  IS  A  CONSIDERABLE  GEOGRAPHICAL  GAP  BETWEEN  THESE 
lNDS AND THE NEXT NEAREST #ONTINENTAL EXAMPLES
!S  FOR  THE  SHAPE  OF  THESE  BEADS  AND  PENDANTS  THE 
RANGE  IS WIDER  THAN  THE  OFTCITED  TRILOGY  OF  @SEGMENTED 
@STARSHAPED AND @QUOITSHAPED EXAMPLES OF BICONICAL OR 
FUSIFORM SPHERICAL AND OBLATE SQUASHED SPHERICAL	 AND 
ANNULAR  SHAPES ARE KNOWN AND  THERE  IS ALSO ONE mATTISH 
SPACER  BEAD  FROM 7ALES 7ITHIN  THE  CATEGORIES  THERE  IS 
ALSO VARIATION  IN DESIGN AND SIZE AND  THERE  IS ALSO  SOME 
VARIABILITY  IN  THE  GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF  INDIVIDUAL 
BEAD TYPES
#OMMONEST  AND  MOST  WIDELY  DISTRIBUTED  IS  THE 
SEGMENTED BEAD ILLUS 	 OVER  PER CENT OF ALL  THE 
KNOWN  FAIENCE  ITEMS  FROM "RITAIN  )RELAND  AND ADJACENT 
PARTS OF %UROPE ARE OF THIS FORM !S DISCUSSED BELOW AND 
PREVIOUSLY  NOTED  BY  OTHERS  FOR  EXAMPLE  "ECK   3TONE 
  n	  THERE  IS  SOME  GEOGRAPHICAL  VARIATION  IN 
THEIR METHOD OF MANUFACTURE WITH MOST  3COTTISH  BEADS 
DIFFERING  FROM  MOST  OTHER  "RITISH  AND  )RISH  EXAMPLES 
!LTHOUGH  MANY  SEGMENTED  BEADS  ARE  NOW  INCOMPLETE 
IT IS CLEAR THAT THEIR LENGTHS AND NUMBER OF SEGMENTS HAD 
ORIGINALLY  VARIED WITH  THE  FORMER  RANGING  FROM  AROUND 
MM TO AROUND MM AND THE LATTER FROM TWO OR THREE 
TO  OR MORE 4HERE DOES NOT APPEAR TO BE GEOGRAPHICAL 
PATTERNING AS  REGARDS  SIZE !S "ECK  3TONE POINTED OUT 
  n	  THE  SEGMENTED  FORM  IS NOT  RESTRICTED  TO 
BEADS MADE OF FAIENCE IT APPEARS THAT HUMANMADE AND 
NATURAL SKEUOMORPHS OF SEGMENTED FAIENCE BEADS WERE IN 
CONTEMPORARY USE %XAMPLES  INCLUDE BEADS OF  JET BONE 
TIN  AND  ALSO  FOSSIL  ENCRINITES  CRINOIDS	  SOME  OF  WHICH 
HAVE  BEEN  FOUND  ALONGSIDE  FAIENCE  SEGMENTED BEADS  AS 
AT !LDBOURNE BARROW ' 7ILTSHIRE 'RINSELL  	 
AND WHICH MAY WELL HAVE BEEN COLLECTED  LARGELY BECAUSE 
OF  THEIR  RESEMBLANCE  TO  THEM  4HAT  THESE  NONFAIENCE 
EXAMPLES  WERE  SKEUOMORPHS  OF  FAIENCE  AND  NOT  VICE 
VERSA IS INDICATED NOT ONLY BY THE NUMERICAL DOMINANCE 
OF  THE  LATTER  BUT  ALSO  BY  THE  FACT  THAT  NO  PREFAIENCE 
TRADITION OF MAKING BEADS OF THIS SPECIlC SHAPE EXISTED IN 
"RITAIN AND )RELAND /N THE #ONTINENT ALTHOUGH THEY ARE 
NOT PARTICULARLY COMMON SEGMENTED FAIENCE BEADS HAVE 
BEEN  FOUND  IN  LATE  THIRD  AND  EARLY  SECONDMILLENNIUM 
CONTEXTS  IN  CENTRAL  AND  %ASTERN  %UROPE  AND  IN  EARLY 
SECONDMILLENNIUM  CONTEXTS  IN  3PAIN  AND  &RANCE  SEE 
3TONE    4HOMAS    n  "UTLER      (ARDING 
 n	 7ITHIN CENTRAL %UROPE WHERE DIFFERENT AREAS 
SEEM TO HAVE SPECIALIZED  IN  THE PRODUCTION OF PARTICULAR 
BEAD  TYPES  SEGMENTED BEADS APPEAR  TO HAVE BEEN MADE 
IN  -ORAVIA  AND  USED  THERE  AND  IN  "OHEMIA  3LOVAKIA 
(UNGARY  AND  SOUTHERN  0OLAND  (ARDING    	 
!NTHONY (ARDING HAS REMARKED ON THE PARTICULARLY CLOSE 
SIMILARITY BETWEEN -ORAVIAN SEGMENTED BEADS AND ;MOST 
OF= THOSE FROM "RITAIN IBID 	
,ESS  COMMON  WITH  SOME    EXAMPLES  ARE  STAR
SHAPED  BEADS  AS  ILLUSTRATION    SHOWS  THESE  VARY  IN 
SIZE  AND  IN  THE  NUMBER  AND  ANGULARITY  OF  THEIR  RAYS  )N 
ADDITION  THERE  IS  ONE  EXAMPLE  OF  A  STARSHAPED PENDANT 
WITH  A  SMALL  PERFORATION  THROUGH  ONE  RAY  THIS  WAS 
FOUND  RECENTLY  IN  &ORDHOUSE  BARROW !NGUS  ILLUS  	 
!LTHOUGH  WIDESPREAD  IN  THEIR  DISTRIBUTION  ILLUS  	 
THEY ARE NOTICEABLY ABSENT  FROM SOUTHERN AND SOUTHEAST 
%NGLAND THE ONLY 7ESSEX EXAMPLE HAVING BEEN FOUND AT 

@     BEADS WHICH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO SO MUCH DOGMATISM CONTROVERSY AND RASH SPECULATION
  $ISTRIBUTION OF FAIENCE ORNAMENTS BY TYPE  SEGMENTED BEADS MAJOR 7ESSEX CONCENTRATION INDICATED BY STAR	
 STARSHAPED BEADS AND PENDANT  QUOITSHAPED BEADS AND PENDANTS  SPHERICAL DOTS	 OBLATE SQUARES	 AND CHUNKY ANNULAR
TRIANGLE 2INGWOULD +ENT	 .OTE THE SPACER BEAD FROM (OLYWELL "RYNFORD &LINTSHIRE IS NOT SHOWN HERE	

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   $ISTRIBUTION OF FUSIFORM AND BICONICAL INCLUDING GROOVED BICONICAL	 FAIENCE BEADS  'ROOVED BICONICAL NONFAIENCE BEADS FROM
7ESSEX AND APPARENT COPIES FROM 7ALES AND $ENMARK 3OURCES OF IMAGES VARIOUS	

@     BEADS WHICH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO SO MUCH DOGMATISM CONTROVERSY AND RASH SPECULATION
7INTERBOURNE 3T -ARTIN BARROW A $ORSET  3TARSHAPED 
BEADS ARE ALSO  RARE  ELSEWHERE  IN  THE  FAIENCEUSING WORLD 
WITH  "ECK    3TONE  STRUGGLING  TO  lND  CONVINCING  .EAR 
%ASTERN COMPARANDA  	 AND WITH THE CELEBRATED 
AND  RELATIVELY  LARGE  EXAMPLE  FROM  !RBON  "LEICHE  IN 
3WITZERLAND  3TONE    4HOMAS    PL  6	  STANDING 
OUT AS A CURIOSITY IN THAT COUNTRY 4HE ONLY AREA IN WHICH 
STARSHAPED BEADS OCCUR WITH  ANY  FREQUENCY  IS (UNGARY 
WHERE SMALL FOURRAYED EXAMPLES WERE MADE FROM AROUND 
 "# UNTIL THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM "# IBID PL 6 
(ARDING  n 3HERRATT  NOTE 	 3UCH BEADS 
HAVE BEEN  FOUND  ALONGSIDE  SEGMENTED  AND OTHERSHAPED 
BEADS NOT ONLY IN (UNGARY BUT ALSO ALONG THE $ANUBE IN 
3LOVAKIA AND  JUST ACROSS  THE 2OMANIAN BORDER AT ÊB£BA 
(ARDING  lG 	 4HERE IS ONE (UNGARIANSTYLE FOUR
RAYED  BEAD  FROM "RITAIN  FROM  3TAINSBY  IN  ,INCOLNSHIRE 
ALTHOUGH SLIGHTLY LARGER THAN ITS #ONTINENTAL COUNTERPARTS 
NOT  MUCH  LARGER  AS  (ARDING  CLAIMS	  IT  IS  SUFlCIENTLY 
SIMILAR  IN  SHAPE  TO  SUGGEST  A  LINK  WITH  OR  DERIVATION 
FROM THE (UNGARIAN BEADS ILLUS 	 !S FOR THE OTHER 
STARSHAPED  BEADS  AND  PENDANT  IN  "RITAIN  AND  )RELAND 
THESE FORMS MIGHT ALSO HAVE ORIGINATED IN (UNGARY SINCE 
lVERAYED EXAMPLES ARE KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN MADE  THERE 
n AS ILLUSTRATED BY -C+ERRELL A lG 	 WITH EXAMPLES 
FROM  3ZOREG  #  NEAR  3ZEGED  !S  WITH  SEGMENTED  BEADS 
THERE WAS NO PREEXISTING TRADITION OF MAKING STARSHAPED 
ORNAMENTS HERE
1UOITSHAPED  BEADS  AND  PENDANTS  REPRESENTED  BY   
AND  EXAMPLES RESPECTIVELY PLUS A FRAGMENT WHICH MAY 
BE  FROM  EITHER	  ALSO  VARY  WIDELY  IN  SIZE  AND  IN  DETAILS 
OF  THEIR  DESIGN  AND MANUFACTURE  ILLUS  n	  4HEIR 
DISTRIBUTION  ILLUS  	  ECHOES  THAT  OF  STARSHAPED 
ITEMS  ALTHOUGH  THERE  ARE  A  FEW  EXAMPLES  IN  SOUTHEAST 
%NGLAND  INCLUDING A  SMALL  CLUSTER  IN %AST 3USSEX 4HERE 
IS ALSO A #ONTINENTAL  @OUTLIER  TO THE "RITISH DISTRIBUTION 
FROM  -ONT5B£  PASSAGE  TOMB  *ERSEY  &URTHER  AlELD 
CLOSE  PARALLELS  ARE  HARD  TO  lND WITH  THE  !RBON  "LEICHE 
EXAMPLE "ECK  3TONE  PL 6	 BEING AS EGREGIOUS 
IN ITS LOCAL CONTEXT AS THE ACCOMPANYING STARSHAPED BEAD 
WITH WHICH IT SHARES THE CHARACTERISTIC OF BEING RELATIVELY 
LARGE	  3MALL  QUOITSHAPED  BEADS  ARE  KNOWN  FROM 
"OHEMIA -ORAVIA  AND  3LOVAKIA  6ENCLOVÕ    PL  	 
AND  FROM (UNGARY  3TONE  4HOMAS  PL 6 UPPER 
 -C+ERRELL  B  lG  	  BUT  WHETHER  THEY  WERE  THE 
PROTOTYPES FOR THE "RITISH AND #HANNEL )SLAND ORNAMENTS 
IS  UNCERTAIN  !LL  THAT  CAN  BE  SAID  IS  THAT  AS  WITH  THE 
STARSHAPED  ORNAMENTS  THERE  HAD  BEEN  NO  PREEXISTING 
TRADITION OF MAKING QUOITSHAPED BEADS AND PENDANTS IN 
"RITAIN DERIVATION FROM %ARLY "RONZE !GE BELT RINGS SEEMS 
UNLIKELY  !S  WITH  SEGMENTED  BEADS  QUOIT  OR  SIMILARLY
SHAPED BEADS ARE FOUND IN MATERIALS OTHER THAN FAIENCE n 
JET OR SIMILAR BLACKISH MATERIALS AMBER AND VARIOUS TYPES 
OF STONE INCLUDING THE AFOREMENTIONED YELLOWISH STALACTITE 
n ALTHOUGH HERE NOT ALL OF THE NONFAIENCE SPECIMENS ARE 
NECESSARILY SKEUOMORPHS
4HE MUCH  RARER BICONICAL  AND  FUSIFORM  FAIENCE  BEADS 
ILLUS  	  COMPRISING  TEN  EXAMPLES  FROM  FOUR 
lNDSPOTS  HAVE  A  REGIONALLY  DISTINCT  DISTRIBUTION  WHICH 
ENCOMPASSES  COASTAL  "RITTANY  AND  THE  .ETHERLANDS  AS 
WELL  AS  SOUTHWEST  %NGLAND  ILLUS  	  7ITH  THESE 
BEADS THERE CAN BE LITTLE DOUBT THAT THEIR FORM COPIES THAT 
OF  EXAMPLES  IN  JET  AND  JETLIKE  SUBSTANCES  WHICH  WERE 
POPULAR AT THE TIME ESPECIALLY IN 7ESSEX ILLUS 	 4HE 
RIBBED BICONICAL  FORM  SEEN  AT "OSCREGAN #ORNWALL  AND 
6OGELENZANG  .ETHERLANDS  ILLUS  	  CLEARLY  ECHOES 
THAT  OF  THE  GROOVED  BICONICAL  SHALE  BEADS  AS  SEEN  FOR 
EXAMPLE  AT  0RESHUTE  A 7ILTSHIRE  AND  "EDD  "RANWEN 
'WYNEDD ILLUS 	 SOME OF WHICH HAD WIRE INLAYS IN 
THEIR GROOVES )T SHOULD BE NOTED THAT OTHER SKEUOMORPHS 
OF  SUCH BEADS  ARE  KNOWN  FROM  ELSEWHERE  IN $ENMARK 
COPIES OF BOTH RIBBED BICONICAL AND FUSIFORM BEADS HAVE 
BEEN  FOUND  IN  AMBER  ILLUS    BOTTOM  ROW	  AND  AT 
2EMOULINS 'ARD IN THE SOUTH OF &RANCE A GOLDCOVERED 
RIBBED BICONICAL BEAD OF GREY MATERIAL WAS FOUND %LUÞRE 
  lG 	
3MALL SPHERICAL OBLATE AND ANNULAR BEADS ILLUS 	 ARE 
ALSO RARE WITH  EXAMPLES KNOWN AND HAVE A REGIONALLY 
DISTINCTIVE DISTRIBUTION WHICH IS ALMOST MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE 
TO THAT OF STAR AND QUOITSHAPED ORNAMENTS ILLUS 	 
3PHERICAL  AND  OBLATE  EXAMPLES  ARE MOSTLY  FOUND  IN  EAST
CENTRAL %NGLAND WITH OUTLIERS IN 7ESSEX AND ONE POSSIBLE 
EXAMPLE  IN  "RITTANY  WHILE  THE  THREE  ANNULAR  EXAMPLES 
ARE  FROM  2INGWOULD  IN  +ENT  AND  3EMER  IN  3UFFOLK  THE 
3EMER  EXAMPLES  CONSISTING  OF  TWO  BEADS  ACCIDENTALLY 
FUSED  TOGETHER  DURING  lRING	  4HE  LATTER  BEAR  A  PASSING 
RESEMBLANCE TO ANNULAR FAIENCE BEADS FROM CENTRAL %UROPE 
FOR EXAMPLE (ARDING  lG 	 WHILE THE FORMER HAVE 
NO  OBVIOUS  COMPARANDA  OR  ORIGINS  /NE  SPHERICAL  BEAD 
FROM  #OSSINGTON  ,EICESTERSHIRE  HAD  OBVIOUSLY  SLUMPED 
OUT  OF  SHAPE  DURING  MANUFACTURE  AND  NOW  RESEMBLES  A 
DEFORMED  LEMON  ILLUS    BOTTOM  ROW	  THIS  HOWEVER 
HAD NOT PRECLUDED ITS USE IN A COMPOSITE NECKLACE
&INALLY THE SPACER BEAD FROM "RYNFORD IN NORTH 7ALES 
THOUGH UNIQUE WITHIN A "RITISH AND )RISH CONTEXT CAN BE 
PARALLELLED  IN  THE  SOUTH OF &RANCE  "RIARD  n 
CF THE AFOREMENTIONED APPARENT LINK BETWEEN 7ESSEX AND 
SOUTHERN &RANCE WITH REGARD TO THE 2EMOULINS BEAD	
4HE  POSSIBLE  SIGNIlCANCE  OF  THE  #ONTINENTAL  COM
PARANDA  FOR  "RITISH  AND  )RISH  FAIENCE  BEADS  WILL  BE 
CONSIDERED BELOW
4ECHNIQUE OF MANUFACTURE AND MODE OF PRODUCTION
$ESPITE  THE  FACT  THAT  CONSIDERABLE  SKILL  AND A DEGREE OF 
LUCK  IS  REQUIRED  TO  ACHIEVE  THE lNAL  PRODUCT  THE  BASIC 

3COTLAND IN !NCIENT %UROPE
RECIPE FOR MAKING FAIENCE IS DECEPTIVELY SIMPLE QUARTZ IN 
THE  FORM OF  CRUSHED  SAND OR CRUSHED  SILICEOUS  STONE	  IS 
REQUIRED AS THE BASIC CONSTITUENT FOR THE BODY AND ITS GLAZE 
A mUX  IS NEEDED TO HELP THE INDIVIDUAL QUARTZ FRAGMENTS 
FUSE  TOGETHER DURING lRING AND  TO CREATE A GLAZE  AND A 
COLOURANT IS REQUIRED TO GIVE THE GLAZE ITS DESIRED COLOUR 
7ATER  IS  USED  TO MAKE  THE  CONSTITUENT MATERIALS  INTO  A 
PASTE AND SOMETIMES AN ADDITIONAL ORGANIC BINDING AGENT 
IS USED TO HELP IT RETAIN ITS SHAPE 6ARIOUS MATERIALS HAVE 
BEEN USED FOR THE BODY mUX BINDER AND GLAZE COLOURANT 
)N THE "RITISH AND )RISH BEADS CRUSHED SAND WAS USED FOR 
THE BODY AND A COPPERBASED COLOURANT WAS USED TO GIVE 
THE  BEADS  THEIR  TURQUOISE  COLOUR  THE  LATTER  COULD  HAVE 
BEEN  OBTAINED  FROM  SHAVINGS  FROM  BRONZE  ARTEFACTS  OR 
FROM THE MATERIALS USED IN BRONZE MANUFACTURE 
*UST AS DETAILS OF THE RECIPE MAY VARY THERE ARE VARIOUS 
TECHNIQUES  FOR  FORMING AND GLAZING  FAIENCE BEADS 3PACE 
PRECLUDES  A  FULL  DISCUSSION  OF  THE  WELLKNOWN  RANGE  OF 
.EAR %ASTERN TECHNIQUES BUT THESE ARE WELL DOCUMENTED 
FOR  EXAMPLE  4ITE  ET  AL    6ANDIVER    4ITE   
"IMSON  3HORTLAND 	 4HE RESEARCH UNDERTAKEN 
FOR  THE  CURRENT  PROJECT  TOGETHER WITH  PREVIOUS  RESEARCH 
FOR  EXAMPLE  ON  THE  6ARLEY  (ALLS  OBJECT	  ALLOWS  US  TO 
DRAW  THE  FOLLOWING  CONCLUSIONS  ABOUT  THE  CONSTITUENT 
MATERIALS  AND  METHODS  OF  MANUFACTURE  OF  "RITISH  AND 
)RISH FAIENCE
&IRST IT APPEARS THAT THE MATERIALS USED TO PROVIDE THE 
mUX  COMPONENT  WERE  DIFFERENT  FROM  THOSE  USED  IN  THE 
-EDITERRANEAN  AND  .EAR  %AST  AND  IT  ALSO  SEEMS  LIKELY 
THAT DIFFERENT MATERIALS WERE USED FOR SOME OF THE %NGLISH 
AND SOME OF THE 3COTTISH BEADS 4HE RESULTS OF THE CURRENT 
WORK AT 2,!(! SEEM TO INDICATE THAT SEAWEED OR COASTAL 
PLANT ASH MAY WELL HAVE BEEN USED  IN 3COTLAND WHEREAS 
IN %NGLAND A DIFFERENT PLANT WAS USED PERHAPS A DIFFERENT 
COASTAL  OR  INLAND  PLANT  4HE  PARTICULAR MIX  OF MATERIALS 
SEEN  IN  THESE  %NGLISH  BEADS  RECALLS  THE  LOW MAGNESIUM 
HIGH  POTASH  COMPOSITION  OF  THE  EARLIEST  TRUE  GLASS  IN
LATE  SECONDMILLENNIUM  %UROPE  (ENDERSON  	  ! 
SIMILAR  VARIABILITY  IS  EVIDENT  IN  THE  SAND  USED  TO MANU
FACTURE FAIENCE BEADS WITH SOME #ORNISH BEADS HAVING A 
DISTINCTLY GREY CORE COLOUR AS OPPOSED TO  THE CREAMY OR 
WHITISH  COLOUR OF MANY BEADS  ELSEWHERE  )T MAY BE  THAT 
THIS  REmECTS  THE  USE  OF  LOCAL  SANDS  SINCE MANY  SANDS  IN 
#ORNWALL ARE GREY
3ECOND n  AND  THIS  IS  STILL  A MATTER  FOR DEBATE  AMONG 
THE ANALYTICAL SPECIALISTS ALTHOUGH THE 3%- RESULTS FROM 
2,!(! DO TEND TO SUPPORT  THE CONCLUSION n  IT APPEARS 
THAT TIN WAS DELIBERATELY ADDED TO THE RECIPE EVEN THOUGH 
IT WOULD NOT HAVE AFFECTED THE TEXTURE OR COLOUR OF THE lNAL 
PRODUCT )T HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN CLAIMED FOR EXAMPLE BY 
!SPINALL ET AL 	 THAT THE TINTOCOPPER RATIO IN "RITISH 
BEADS  IS HIGHER  THAN  THAT  SEEN  IN %UROPEAN AND -IDDLE 
%ASTERN BEADS AND GREATER THAN WOULD BE EXPECTED EVEN 
IF "RITAINS  RELATIVELY HIGHTIN BRONZES HAD BEEN USED AS 
A  SOURCE  OF  THE  GLAZE  COLOURANT  (OWEVER  THERE  HAVE 
BEEN PROBLEMS IN USING COMPOSITIONAL DATA DERIVED FROM 
.!! 82& OR  OTHER  SPECTROGRAPHIC  TECHNIQUES  TO  BUILD 
THIS PARTICULAR ARGUMENT 4HE RATIO CAN BE AFFECTED BY THE 
FACTS  THAT  COPPER  LEACHES OUT OF  FAIENCE MORE READILY 
THAN  TIN    SOME  BEADS  HAVE  SUFFERED  NOT  ONLY  NORMAL 
POSTDEPOSITIONAL WEATHERING BUT ALSO CREMATION AND  
TIN  CAN  BE  DISTRIBUTED  UNEVENLY  IN  A  BEAD  ILLUS  	 
5SING  THE  ELECTRON MICROPROBE  ON  AN  3%-  TO  EXAMINE 
COMPOSITIONAL  VARIATION  ACROSS  THE  WALL  OF  RELATIVELY 
WELLPRESERVED BEADS DOES  INDICATE  HOWEVER  THAT  THERE 
IS A GENUINELY HIGH  TIN CONTENT 4HIS  SUPPORTS  THE .!! 
RESULTS OF !SPINALL ET AL WHICH HAD SHOWN THAT THE "RITISH 
BEADS  HAD  A  HIGH  ABSOLUTE  TIN  CONTENT  WHEN  COMPARED 
WITH THEIR FOREIGN COUNTERPARTS AS WELL AS A HIGH TINTO
COPPER RATIO
4HIRD A VARIETY OF TECHNIQUES WAS USED IN "RITAIN AND 
)RELAND  TO  FORM  AND  GLAZE  THE  BEADS  7ITH  SEGMENTED 
BEADS FOR EXAMPLE ALTHOUGH ALL WERE INITIALLY FORMED BY 
WRAPPING PASTE AROUND A NARROW TUBULAR FORMER n THE USE 
OF STRAW FOR THIS AS "ECK  3TONE HAD SUSPECTED HAS BEEN 
DEMONSTRATED IN THE &INDHORN BEADS n THE SEGMENTATION 
WAS  ACHIEVED  IN  DIFFERENT  WAYS  7ITH  A  FEW  EXCEPTIONS 
VIRTUALLY  ALL  IN  3COTLAND	  THE  @BUTTER  PAT  TECHNIQUE  OF 
ROLLING  THE PREFORM OVER  A  RIDGED  FORMER  SEEMS  TO HAVE 
BEEN USED WITH  VARYING DEGREES OF  SKILL  ILLUS  n	 
(OWEVER WITH MOST OF THE 3COTTISH BEADS SEGMENTATION 
WAS ACHIEVED BY JABBING A TOOL INTO THE SURFACE AT INTERVALS 
OR  JABBING AND DRAGGING OR PERHAPS  CRIMPING  IN A  FEW 
CASES	  TO  MAKE  MORE  CRUDELY  DElNED  DIVISIONS  ILLUS 
n	  4HE  &INDHORN  BEADS  OFFER  PARTICULARLY  GOOD 
EXAMPLES  OF  THE  @STAGGERED  JAB  TECHNIQUE  ILLUS  	 
!S  FAR  AS  GLAZING  IS  CONCERNED  THERE  IS  GOOD  EVIDENCE 
IN  SOME  CASES  FOR  THE  @APPLICATION  TECHNIQUE  n WHERE  A 
BEAD WAS DIPPED  INTO OR PAINTED WITH  A  SLURRY OF GLAZE 
ILLUS  	  3OME  BEADS  SEEM  TO  HAVE  BEEN  GLAZED 
USING  THE  @EFmORESCENCE  TECHNIQUE WHERE  THE  GLAZE MIX 
IS COMBINED WITH THE BODY MATERIAL PRIOR TO MAKING THE 
PASTE  AND  THE  GLAZE WORKS  ITS WAY  TO  THE  SURFACE  AS  THE 
BEAD DRIES AND IS lRED 4ITE  "IMSON 	 !ND WITH THE 
6ARLEY (ALLS  BEAD  A  COMBINATION  OF  GLAZING  TECHNIQUES 
WAS USED PERHAPS HERE THE MIXEDIN GLAZE MATERIAL HAD 
SERVED AS MUCH TO BIND THE PASTE TOGETHER AS TO GLAZE THE 
ORNAMENT
/VERALL  THE  EVIDENCE  RELATING  TO  MANUFACTURE  TAKEN 
TOGETHER  WITH  THE  BEADS  FORMAL  AND  DISTRIBUTIONAL 
VARIABILITY  SUGGESTS  THAT  BY  AND  LARGE  "RITISH  AND 
)RISH  FAIENCE  BEADS  WERE  NOT  IMPORTED  BUT  WERE  MADE 
IN  "RITAIN  &URTHERMORE  THE  COMPOSITIONAL  EVIDENCE 
INDICATES  THAT  THEY  HAD  BEEN  MADE  IN  MORE  THAN  ONE 
PLACE  4HE  VARIABILITY  IN  SHAPE  AND  SIZE  DISTRIBUTION 
AND  TECHNIQUE  OF  MANUFACTURE  SUPPORTS  THIS  AND 

@     BEADS WHICH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO SO MUCH DOGMATISM CONTROVERSY AND RASH SPECULATION
%UROPE AT  THIS  TIME  IT  IS  THEREFORE  THEORETICALLY POSSIBLE 
THAT  KNOWLEDGE  OF  THIS  NOVEL  MATERIAL  COULD  HAVE  BEEN 
TRANSMITTED  TO  "RITAIN  AND  )RELAND  AT  THIS  EARLY  DATE 
THROUGH  THESE  LINKS  4HIS  WOULD  CERTAINLY  ACCOUNT  FOR 
THE "UXHEIM SEGMENTED TIN BEADS IF THEY WERE OF %NGLISH 
MANUFACTURE  (OWEVER  ALTERNATIVELY  THEY  COULD  HAVE 
BEEN MADE IN "AVARIA USING IMPORTED %NGLISH TIN COPYING 
A  FAIENCE  BEAD  DESIGN  THAT  WAS  POPULAR  IN -ORAVIA  !T 
PRESENT  NO  FAIENCE  BEADS  DATING  TO  BEFORE    "#  HAVE 
BEEN FOUND IN "RITAIN OR )RELAND
!  WIDESPREAD  INTENSIlCATION  IN  BRONZE  PRODUCTION 
n  AND  HENCE  IN  THE  CONSUMPTION  OF  TIN  n  OCCURRED  IN 
MANY PARTS OF %UROPE DURING THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM 
"# AND THE CONCOMITANT INCREASE IN TIN EXPORTATION FROM 
%NGLAND WOULD  HAVE  PROVIDED  FURTHER  OPPORTUNITIES  FOR 
THE  USE  OF  FAIENCE  TO  SPREAD  TO  "RITAIN  AND  )RELAND  )N 
CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN 'ERMANY AND SOUTHWEST 3LOVAKIA 
ACCORDING  TO 0ARE  THIS  @TAKEOFF  IN BRONZE MANUFACTURE 
HAPPENED @SOME TIME BETWEEN THE TH AND TH CENTURIES 
"#    	  4HIS  CORRESPONDS  TO  THE  PERIOD  OF  LATE 
´NE TICE  @PRINCELY  GRAVES  AND  RICH  HOARDS  WHICH  WERE 
CONTEMPORARY WITH BOTH THE RICH GRAVES OF THE @7ESSEX  
SERIES AND WITH THEIR COUNTERPARTS IN "RITTANY .EEDHAM 
  HIS  @SERIES    GRAVES	  n  ANOTHER  TIN  SOURCE  AREA  ! 
FURTHER IMPORTANT CHANGE AROUND  "# WAS THE OPENING 
UP  OF  NEW  COPPER MINING  AREAS  IN  "RITAIN  AND  )RELAND 
AND  A  PROBABLE  REORGANIZATION  OF  DISTRIBUTION  NETWORKS 
.ORTHOVER  0ARE 	
7HATEVER  THEIR  DEGREE  OF  INVOLVEMENT  IN  THE  LATTER 
PROCESS IT SEEMS LIKELY THAT THE ELITE IN 7ESSEX CONTROLLED 
THE  SUPPLY  OF  TIN  FROM  SOUTHWEST  %NGLAND  TO  THE 
#ONTINENT  AND  PERHAPS  ALSO  TO  ELSEWHERE  IN  "RITAIN 
AND  )RELAND	  AT  THIS  TIME  !ND  ALTHOUGH  FAIENCE  DOES 
NOT  GENERALLY  FEATURE  IN  @7ESSEX    GRAVES  SEE  'ERLOFF 
    FOR  A  DISCUSSION  OF  THE  POSSIBLE  EXCEPTIONS	 
A  REASONABLE  CASE  COULD  BE  MADE  FOR  THE  INTRODUCTION 
OF FAIENCE KNOWHOW TO "RITAIN AND )RELAND VIA 7ESSEXS 
LINKS  WITH  CENTRAL  %UROPE  BETWEEN    AND    "# 
4HE  SEGMENTED  BEADS  FROM  "ALLYDUFF  AND  0ORT  -ELITTE 
ARE CONTEMPORARY WITH THE CURRENCY OF @7ESSEX  BURIALS 
ILLUS  	  AND  THEIR  COMPOSITION  AS  DETERMINED  BY 
3TANLEY 7ARREN AND 2ALPH -AGEE	 INCLUDES THE HIGH TIN 
CONTENT  THAT  CHARACTERIZES  "RITISH  AND  )RISH  FAIENCE  IN 
GENERAL  "RIARD    n -AGEE  	  4HEY  COULD 
WELL  REPRESENT  EXPORTS  FROM  7ESSEX  THERE  IS  PLENTIFUL 
OTHER EVIDENCE FOR CONTACTS WITH )RELAND AND "RITTANY AT 
THIS TIME FOR EXAMPLE .ORTHOVER  .EEDHAM 	 
4HE  FACT  THAT  FAIENCE  COULD  HAVE  BEEN MADE  IN 7ESSEX 
DURING THE lRST TWO CENTURIES OF THE SECOND MILLENNIUM 
SUGGESTS  A  CASE  OF  3HERRATTS  @TRANSFERRED  TECHNOLOGY  IT 
WAS  THE  KNOWHOW  AS MUCH  AS  ANY lNISHED BEADS  THAT 
WAS BEING INTRODUCED FROM CENTRAL %UROPE
STRENGTHENS  3TANLEY  7ARRENS  SUGGESTION  BASED  ON  THE 
.!! RESULTS	  THAT BEADS WERE MADE  IN SMALL BATCHES OR 
EVEN  INDIVIDUALLY  &ROM  DETAILED  EXAMINATION  OF  MANY 
SEGMENTED  BEADS  WHERE  MINOR  VARIATIONS  BETWEEN  SETS 
FROM  DIFFERENT  lNDSPOTS  CAN  BE  DISCERNED  IT  CERTAINLY 
APPEARS  THAT  INDIVIDUAL  NECKLACES MIGHT  WELL  HAVE  BEEN 
@MADE TO ORDER
! LINK WITH THE TIN TRADE
4HE APPARENTLY DELIBERATE ADDITION OF PURE METALLIC TIN OR 
TIN OXIDE TO THE RECIPE MAY WELL PROVIDE A CLUE AS TO THE 
ORIGINS  OF  FAIENCE  USE  IN  "RITAIN  AND  )RELAND  4HERE  ARE 
OTHER CLUES AS WELL NOT LEAST THE TIN BEADS THAT APPEAR TO BE 
SKEUOMORPHS OF SEGMENTED FAIENCE BEADS THAT HAVE BEEN 
FOUND AT 3UTTON 6ENY 7ILTSHIRE #OLT (OARE 	 %XLOO 
.ETHERLANDS  AND  MOST  RECENTLY  "UXHEIM  IN  "AVARIA 
-SLEIN  2IEDER 	 !T "UXHEIM AN ENTIRE NECKLACE 
OF  BEADS WAS FOUND IN THE NECK AREA OF A FEMALE SKELETON 
ASCRIBED TO THE EARLY 3TRAUBING CULTURE AND RADIOCARBON
DATED TO n CAL "# AT Ü 'R!	
4IN OF COURSE IS A CRUCIAL INGREDIENT IN THE MANUFACTURE 
OF BRONZE AND THERE ARE ONLY A FEW %UROPEAN SOURCES WITH 
THOSE IN #ORNWALL AND $EVON RANKING AMONG THE RICHEST 
0ERNICKA    0ARE    	  -UCH  HAS  BEEN  WRITTEN 
ABOUT THE NATURE AND DATE OF THE TRANSITION FROM COPPER 
METALLURGY  TO  TINBRONZE  PRODUCTION  IN  DIFFERENT  PARTS 
OF  %UROPE  FOR  EXAMPLE  .EEDHAM  ET  AL    +RAUSE 
  0ERNICKA    .ORTHOVER    0ARE  	 
4O  SUMMARIZE  IT  APPEARS  THAT  THERE  WAS  WIDESPREAD 
AWARENESS OF BRONZE IN %UROPE DURING THE lNAL CENTURIES 
OF  THE  THIRD  MILLENNIUM  WITH  BRONZE  MANUFACTURING 
BEING  ESTABLISHED  IN  "RITAIN  AND  )RELAND  BETWEEN   
AND    "#  4HAT  CENTRAL  %UROPE  WAS  A  SOURCE  AREA 
FOR  THE  REQUISITE  KNOWHOW  ALTHOUGH  NOT  NECESSARILY 
THE  ONLY  ONE	  IS  SUGGESTED  BY  lNDS  SUCH  AS  THE  DAGGER 
FROM  'RAVELLY  'UY  /XFORDSHIRE  WHOSE  POMMEL  lNDS 
A  CLOSE  PARALLEL  AT  !NZING  IN  "AVARIA  .ORTHOVER   
  'ERLOFF  PERS  COMM	  AND  THE  ITEMS  IN  THE  HOARD 
FROM -IGDALE 3UTHERLAND THAT ECHO "AVARIAN 3TRAUBING 
CULTURE FASHIONS IN JEWELLERY AND DRESS ACCESSORIES )NDEED 
THE  SHEET  BRONZE  CONES  TUBULAR  BEADS  AND  @SPACER  PLATE 
COVER  FROM -IGDALE MIGHT WELL  HAVE  ADORNED  A  CENTRAL 
%UROPEANSTYLE HEADDRESS WHOSE ULTIMATE STYLISTIC ORIGINS 
IN NORTHWEST !NATOLIA HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED BY 3HERRATT 
  	  2ADIOCARBON  DATING  PLACES  ALL  THESE  ITEMS 
WITHIN  THE  DATE  BRACKET  n  "#  3HERIDAN  ET  AL 
  .ORTHOVER 	 )NDEED IT MAY BE THAT CENTRAL 
%UROPEAN  BRONZESMITHS  WHO  MAY  WELL  HAVE  LEARNED 
BRONZEWORKING TECHNIQUES FROM THEIR %AST -EDITERRANEAN 
CONTACTS ACTIVELY PROSPECTED FOR TIN IN "RITAIN AND )RELAND 
0ARE  	  3INCE  FAIENCE WAS  ALREADY  IN  USE  IN  CENTRAL 

3COTLAND IN !NCIENT %UROPE
3UBSEQUENT  @TECHNOLOGICAL  TRANSFER  WITHIN  "RITAIN 
WOULD  ACCOUNT  FOR  THE  ADOPTION OF  FAIENCE MANUFACTURE 
IN  SOUTHWEST  %NGLAND  PRODUCING  THE  BICONICAL  AND 
FUSIFORM  FAIENCE  BEADS  FOUND  THERE  AND  IN "RITTANY  AND 
THE  .ETHERLANDS	  AND  FOR  ITS  ADOPTION  IN  3COTLAND  )N 
BOTH CASES LINKS WITH 7ESSEX THROUGH THE TIN TRADE SEEM 
TO HAVE BEEN INVOLVED 7ITH THE FORMER THIS SEEMS TO HAVE 
OCCURRED  DURING  THE  CURRENCY  OF  THE  @7ESSEX    GRAVES 
SINCE THE BEAD FORMS COPY THOSE FOUND IN THE GRAVES FOR 
EXAMPLE  THE  GOLDBOUND  SHALE  BEAD  FROM  0RESHUTE  A 
#ASE ET AL  lG 	 7ITH THE LATTER THERE IS PLENTIFUL 
OTHER  EVIDENCE  FOR  LINKS  BETWEEN  7ESSEX  AND  3COTLAND 
DURING THE lRST HALF OF THE SECOND MILLENNIUM AS REVIEWED 
IN 3HERIDAN ET AL 	 #ONTINUITY OF THESE LINKS THROUGH 
THE PERIOD OF @7ESSEX  BURIALS IS INDICATED BY lNDS SUCH 
AS THE AFOREMENTIONED #ORNISHSTYLE URNS IN 7ESSEX AND 
THE SOUTHEAST AND BY THE GRAVE GOODS FROM THE +NOWES OF 
4ROTTY /RKNEY IBID	 4HIS IS CONSISTENT WITH A CONTINUING 
CONTROL BY 7ESSEX OVER THE SUPPLY OF SOUTHWEST %NGLISH 
TIN 4HE COMPLEX AND CHANGING NETWORK OF CROSS%UROPE 
CONTACTS INVOLVED WITH THE EXPORT OF TIN TO THE #ONTINENT 
BETWEEN  C    AND    "#  WOULD  ACCOUNT  FOR  THE 
COPYING  OF  "RITISH  FAIENCE  BEAD  FORMS  AT  !RBON  "LEICHE 
IN  3WITZERLAND  AND  FOR  THE  PRESENCE  OF  AMBER  JEWELLERY 
ORIGINALLY MADE IN 7ESSEX USING IMPORTED "ALTIC AMBER	 
IN  THE  SHAFT  GRAVES  AT  -YCENAE  'ERLOFF    (ARDING 
 3HERRATT 	
&INALLY  THIS  CONNECTION  WITH  THE  TIN  TRADE  COULD
PARTLY  ACCOUNT  FOR  THE  RELATIVELY  HIGH  TIN  CONTENT  OF 
"RITISH  AND  )RISH  FAIENCE  ORNAMENTS  %VEN  THOUGH  TIN 
WOULD NOT HAVE SERVED TO IMPROVE THE BEADS OR ALTER THEIR 
APPEARANCE  ITS  USE  COULD  REPRESENT  THE  CONSPICUOUS 
CONSUMPTION OF A VALUABLE RESOURCE THEREBY ENHANCING 
THEIR PRESTIGE VALUE /THER INSTANCES OF THE CONSPICUOUS 
CONSUMPTION OF TIN DURING THE %ARLY "RONZE !GE INCLUDE 
THE  TINNING  OF  -IGDALE  AXEHEADS  .EEDHAM    +INNES 
	  AND  THE  INLAYING  OF  TIN  INTO  A  JET  6PERFORATED 
BUTTON FOUND AT 2AMELDRY &IFE 3HERIDAN  $AVIS  
 AND lG 	
3UPERNATURAL POWER DRESSING
4HERE  COULD  HAVE  BEEN  ANOTHER  REASON  FOR  THE  ADDITION 
OF  TIN  TO  "RITISH  AND  )RISH  FAIENCE  ORNAMENTS  AND  THIS 
RELATES TO THEIR POSSIBLE USE AS AMULETS &AIENCE MAY WELL 
HAVE BEEN REGARDED AS A MYSTERIOUS AND EXOTIC SUBSTANCE 
WHOSE MANUFACTURE INVOLVED A MAGICAL TRANSFORMATION OF 
THE  RAW MATERIALS  BY  THOSE WITH PRIVILEGED  ACCESS  TO  THE 
REQUISITE KNOWHOW ! SIMILARLY STRIKING TRANSFORMATION IS 
INVOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION OF SILVERCOLOURED METALLIC TIN 
FROM ITS BLACKISH PARENT MATERIAL 'IVEN THAT FAIENCE BEADS 
HAVE  BEEN  FOUND  IN  A  NUMBER  OF  COMPOSITE  NECKLACES 
WHOSE OTHER CONSTITUENTS HAVE INCLUDED SPECIAL MATERIALS 
SUCH AS JET AMBER GEOLOGICAL FREAKS AND MATERIAL FROM A 
LIMINAL  LOCATION  THAT  IS  THE  AFOREMENTIONED  STALACTITE	 
THERE IS A STRONG POSSIBILITY THAT SUCH NECKLACES n AND BY 
EXTENSION ISOLATED FAIENCE ORNAMENTS n COULD HAVE BEEN 
ACCORDED  SPECIAL  POWERS  AS WELL  AS  BEING PRESTIGE  ITEMS 
3HERIDAN   3HORTLAND  	  4HEIR  USE  AS  GRAVE  GOODS 
MAY  THEREFORE  HAVE  HAD  AN  APOTROPAIC  SIGNIlCANCE  TO 
PROTECT THE DECEASED ON THE JOURNEY INTO THE /THERWORLD 
&URTHERMORE 3TUART .EEDHAM HAS ARGUED  n	 
THAT  THE 7ESSEX  SERIES  ELITE  GRAVES  ARE  AN  EXPRESSION  OF 
A  RECONlGURED  COSMOLOGY  IN  WHICH  THE  DECEASED  ARE 
PRESENTED  AS  HAVING  QUASIDIVINE  POWERS  !N  EXPLICIT 
ASSOCIATION WITH  @MAGICAL MATERIALS WOULD BE CONSISTENT 
WITH THIS
#ONCLUSIONS
)T IS HOPED THAT THIS CONTRIBUTION n WHOSE SUBJECT MATTER 
WOULD HAVE BEEN DEAR  TO 0ROFESSOR 0IGGOTTS HEART n HAS 
SERVED TO LAY TO REST THE GHOST OF A LONGHELD MISCONCEPTION 
ABOUT  THE  ORIGIN  AND  DATING  OF  FAIENCE  IN  "RITAIN  AND 
)RELAND  )N  SHORT  KNOWLEDGE  OF  FAIENCE  NOW  SEEMS  TO 
HAVE  REACHED  HERE  DURING  THE  EARLY  SECOND MILLENNIUM 
IF  NOT  EARLIER	  PROBABLY  VIA  7ESSEX  THROUGH  CONTACTS 
WITH  CENTRAL  %UROPE  CONNECTED  WITH  THE  TIN  TRADE  )T 
CONTINUED TO BE USED UNTIL AT LEAST  "# AS A PRESTIGIOUS 
AND POSSIBLY AMULETIC MATERIAL WHOSE MANUFACTURE WAS 
CARRIED OUT ON A SMALLSCALE LOCALIZED BASIS "EADS FOUND 
AROUND  THE  ADJACENT  FRINGE  OF  #ONTINENTAL  %UROPE  ARE 
LIKELY TO REPRESENT EXPORTS FROM SOUTHERN %NGLAND
4HERE  ARE  MANY  QUESTIONS  THAT  STILL  NEED  TO  BE 
ADDRESSED 7HY  FOR  EXAMPLE  HAS  THE  ONLY  (UNGARIAN
STYLE  STARSHAPED  BEAD  BEEN  FOUND  IN  ,INCOLNSHIRE  IN 
A  CONTEXT  THAT  IS  PROBABLY  BROADLY  CONTEMPORARY  WITH 
THE  %AGLESTON  &LAT  BURIAL  C  n  "# (OW  CAN  THE 
DISTRIBUTIONS  OF  STAR  AND  QUOITSHAPED  BEADS  AND  OF 
THOSE OF SPHERICAL OBLATE AND ANNULAR FORMS BE EXPLAINED 
!RE THERE ANY DEMONSTRABLE IMPORTS FROM THE #ONTINENT 
7AS THERE ANY FAIENCE MANUFACTURE IN )RELAND AND 7ALES 
OR WERE THE BEADS THERE ALL IMPORTED FROM "RITAIN 7HAT 
DOES THE APPARENT  LINK BETWEEN "RITAIN AND THE SOUTH OF 
&RANCE AS SUGGESTED FOR INSTANCE BY THE "RYNFORD SPACER 
BEAD  BETOKEN  (AS  THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  7ESSEX  BEEN 
OVERRATED )T IS HOPED THAT THE .-3 &AIENCE 0ROJECT WILL 
BE  ABLE  TO  RESOLVE  AT  LEAST  SOME  OF  THESE  QUESTIONS  )N 
THE MEANTIME PERHAPS  THIS  CONTRIBUTION WILL HAVE  GONE 
SOME  WAY  TO  ADDRESSING  !NDREW  3HERRATTS  COMMENT 
  NOTE  	  THAT  @THE  SIGNIlCANCE  OF  THE  SPREAD  OF 
;FAIENCE  MANUFACTURE=  HAS  RECENTLY  BEEN  NEGLECTED  BY 
ARCHAEOLOGISTS AS PART OF THE REACTION TO THE VIEW THAT ALL 
FAIENCE BEADS WERE %GYPTIAN IMPORTS   

@     BEADS WHICH HAVE GIVEN RISE TO SO MUCH DOGMATISM CONTROVERSY AND RASH SPECULATION
.OTES
  %XCLUDED ARE DATES WITH STANDARD DEVIATIONS OVER  
YEARS AND OTHERS WHERE THERE IS GOOD REASON TO DOUBT 
THEIR RELIABILITY 'R!DATES ARE FROM CREMATED HUMAN 
BONE /X!  FROM UNBURNT  HUMAN  BONE  THE  REST 
FROM CHARCOAL WHICH  IN MOST CASES DElNITELY COMES 
FROM SHORTLIVED SPECIES 
  4HE RECENT REVISION OF -YCENAEAN CHRONOLOGY WHICH 
PLACES  THE  SHAFT  GRAVES  WITH  THEIR  ALLEGED  7ESSEX 
CONNECTIONS  CLOSER  TO    "#  THAN  THE  CONVENTION
ALLY ASSUMED DATE OF C  "# -ANNING ET AL 	 
STILL  RULES  OUT  THIS  AREA  AS  THE  PROXIMATE  SOURCE  OF 
"RITISH  AND  )RISH  FAIENCE  BEADS  OR  MANUFACTURING 
KNOWHOW
  ! UNIQUE lND FROM A @DAGGER GRAVE OR RATHER @KNIFE 
GRAVE TO USE TERMINOLOGY PREFERRED BY #ASE ET AL 	 
AT 2AMELDRY &IFE SUGGESTS THAT KNOWLEDGE OF ELEMENTS 
OF FAIENCE TECHNOLOGY MIGHT HAVE REACHED "RITAIN AT AN 
EVEN EARLIER DATE /NE OF THE SIX 6PERFORATED BUTTONS 
FROM  THIS  MALE  GRAVE  DATED  TO  n  CAL  "#  AT 
S '5	  IS MADE OF A  STONE CALLED  LIZARDITE AND 
APPEARS  TO  HAVE  A  GLAZED  SURFACE  3HERIDAN    $AVIS 
FORTHCOMING	 !S NOTED ELSEWHERE IN THIS PAPER FAIENCE 
WAS ALREADY BEING MADE IN CENTRAL %UROPE AT THIS TIME 
SO  THE  KNOWHOW  FOR  GLAZING  COULD  THEORETICALLY  HAVE 
COME FROM THIS AREA
  /N THE DATING OF $EVEREL2IMBURY POTTERY .EEDHAM 
  	  REGARDS  IT  AS  ORIGINATING  DURING  THE
PERIOD  n  "#  AND  HAVING  ITS MAIN  CURRENCY 
BETWEEN  n  "#  4HE  #HAPEL  "RAMPTON 
CEMETERY  PRODUCED  TWO  RADIOCARBON  DATES  n  "IRM 
   Ò   "0  AND  "IRM     Ò   "0 
n  BUT  THEIR  LARGE  STANDARD  DEVIATIONS  RENDER  THEM 
UNACCEPTABLE  5NFORTUNATELY  THE  #HAPEL  "RAMPTON 
BEAD CANNOT NOW BE LOCATED BUT 0AUL 0EEK WHO HAD 
EXAMINED  IT  ACCEPTED  IT  AS  BEING  OF  FAIENCE  RATHER 
THAN  GLASS  INDIVIDUAL  UNFUSED  QUARTZ  GRAINS  WERE 
CLEARLY VISIBLE
  4HERE ARE ALSO TWO POSSIBLE &OOD 6ESSEL ASSOCIATIONS 
AT  ,UGGACURREN  #O  ,AOIS  WHERE  TWO  BEADS  WHICH 
MAY  HAVE  BEEN  OF  FAIENCE  WERE  FOUND  IN  A  "OWL 
AND AT !MESBURY ' WHERE THE POT NOW LOST WAS 
DESCRIBED  AS  A  @KIND  OF  BASON  NEATLY  ORNAMENTED 
ROUND  THE  VERGE  4HURNAM  REGARDED  IT  AS  A  &OOD 
6ESSEL 
  %XCLUDED ARE THE TWO BEADS FROM 4Y 'UEN ,ANDIVISIAU 
&INISTÞRE  MENTIONED  BY  .EEDHAM    	  AS 
POSSIBLY  BEING  OF  FAIENCE  ACCORDING  TO "RIARD   
n	  THESE  ARE MOST  LIKELY  TO  BE  OF  )RON !GE  DATE 
AND MADE OF GLASS !LSO EXCLUDED IS A SEGMENTED BEAD 
FROM -OL "ELGUIUM MENTIONED BY -C+ERSELL AS BEING 
OF FAIENCE A 	 BUT ACTUALLY OF STONE POSSIBLY 
mUORITE "EEX  2OOSENS   ILLUS 	
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